Barbara Speake stage school

11- 13 of December, 2018

BARBARA SPEAKE
STANDARD
CHRISTMAS CABARET | PETER PAN

UP &
COMING
THE MARCH
SHOWdirected by the
vocational staff
of the Barbara
Speake stage
school is the
yearly march
show
consisting of
the finest of the
schools talent.
Including
renditions
from musical
giants such as
Hercules,
Chicago,
Matilda…

THE CHRISTMAS CABARET OF
VOCATIONAL TRIUMPH

On the 13th of December 2018 the parents and staff
were stunned by the vocational range of the students
performances of the most iconic songs over the last
century. Ranging from talents such as A-ha to Beyoncé.
It was certainly like nothing seen before! Furthermore
with great luck and skill presented by the Barbara
Speake standard team an exclusive interview with the
lady herself was achieved…
“Well…from what I’ve seen at least everybody’s been
given the chance to do a solo which is good but the
finesse I would like more polished, I would like a thank
you to the audience instead of just turning round and
walking off but they may do it tonight and do it properly
but I don’t know. The voices are extremely good and Mr
Southern has done a grand job” - Miss Barbara Speake
MBE .
Arguably a more refined statement on the expectation
than “None whatsoever” - dance teacher, Miss Layton.

Written by Matthew F, year 9 student
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More quotes for the expectations of the evening:
“I’m intrigued. I thinks it’s going to be a magical
evening.” Says junior teacher Miss Woods.
“Hoping for a great night” says newest vocational
teacher, Mr Penny.
“Get through it! Going to be a fantastic evening of
epic proportions” Theatrically puts award winning
DJ ‘OLOS’/part time office attendant Gregg Nuby.
“ABSOLUTELY AMAZING! I EXPECT TO BE BLOWN
AWAY!” Enthusiastically puts Street teacher Mrs
Nuby.

As the night drew to a close there wasn’t a doubt
in anyones mind that the evening was nothing
short of a success. Great thanks and praises were
launched at Mr Southern, the schools singing teacher, who had done nothing more than
create an incredibly enjoyable evening.

The students of Barbara Speake were mightily
excited when the 11th of December rocked
around and the entire school journeyed to
Richmond theatre to be wowed by the Peter
Pan pantomime.
With a cast like Jon Clegg and Rachel Stanley
it was destined to surpass the average
pantomime
Smiles and laughs of joy from the children
gave the teachers great relief as they
discovered that this time around this
pantomime was miles better than the
bombshell that was formed the previous year.

Written by Matthew F, year 9 student
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